About illumify
At illumify we truly believe in leveraging data and analytics to tell the complete story, not just bits and pieces of it. To do this, we help clients connect the dots by connecting different sales and marketing technologies used by their business. From here, illumify partners with clients to measure, quantify, and optimize the impact of each and every sales and marketing initiative so every level of the organization has access to the information they need when they need it. These are the metrics and actionable insights needed to make strategic business decisions – these are the metrics that matter.

Position Summary
The Solution Consultant is responsible for designing, developing, and implementing technical solutions that facilitate cross-system reporting and analytics for illumify clients. Additionally, this position assists in researching and developing new approaches to known problems and system limitations. The Solutions Consultant plays a critical role in developing the analytics strategy that illumify clients need to make strategic business decisions.

Core Responsibilities
- Design and build data infrastructure to support automated reporting of disparate data sources
- Develop and implement data integrations to facilitate cross-system reporting
- Identify needed data transformations and implement proposed solutions
- Audit data integrity and ensure data quality
- Develop systems for the collection and manipulation of new data sources and the refinement of existing data sources
- Design, develop, and implement scripts to access data via system APIs
- Research and document system data architectures and develop viable solutions for enhanced reporting and analytic capabilities.
- Effectively communicate technical limitations with non-technical users and be able to articulate viable solutions to key stakeholders
- Identify opportunities for technology optimization and document proposed improvements
- Ad-Hoc development and concept testing
- Ability to develop an initial proof of concept and work with team to develop an MVP
- Think creatively and be stoked!

Requirements
- Willingness and ability to successfully work remotely and independently
- Strong desire to work in a start-up environment
- Experience with data modeling and data architectures
- Experience leveraging and developing web applications
- Exceptional understanding of cloud warehousing solutions and architectures along with the appropriate use of different methodologies and technologies
- Advanced database skills including proficiency with SQL queries
- Proven ability to program in at least one programming language (R or Python preferred)
- Detail oriented with an emphasis on maintain data integrity
- Through understanding of system APIs including their usage and limitations
- Ability to obtain appropriate data from multiple data sources, cleanse, transform, and present to non-technical end users
● Strong multi-tasking and project management skills including ability to estimate scope and scale of proposed solutions

Preferred Qualifications
● Experience working with different sales and marketing technologies (Marketo, Salesforce, NetSuite, HubSpot, Pardot, Eloqua, GA, AdWords, etc.)
● Experience with BI technologies (Tableau preferred)
● Familiarity with attribution modeling and ROI forecasting
● Background in statistics, math, and/or optimization modeling
● Understanding of NPS and AI, and how these technologies are leveraged in business analytics

Education
● Pursuing a bachelor’s degree or higher in computer science, data science, statistics, or mathematics
● Recent computer science and data science graduates will also be considered

Employment Terms
● The Solution Consultant is a part-time contract position with the opportunity to move into a full-time role depending on individual performance and business growth.
● Compensation DOE.

Application Process
● To apply, please email cover letter and resume to justin@illumify.io